
ROO RESULTS 
ROUND 10

9  J U L Y  2 0 2 3 R O U N D  1 0



UNDER 8 BLUE
NO REPORT

UNDER 8 WHITE
NO REPORT

UNDER 8 BLACK
NO REPORT

UNDER 9 BLUE
OFFICER BLUE VS BEACONSFIELD BLUE
Goals: S Cattunar 4, H Miller 1
Awards: O Howard, S Cattunar, H Miller, H Davey, L Celima

It was a cold and wet start to our Sunday morning but Captains Kane and Makiah lead the boys to
the field eager to take on Beaconsfield. It was a good close game with both sides giving it their all.
The Officer Roo boys worked well as a team handballing and kicking to each other with some
amazing marks. The boys played in their positions over each quarter. Fantastic effort Boys be
proud of yourselves. Next week we head back to Beaconsfield to play their other under-9 team.

UNDER 9 WHITE
OFFICER WHITE VS LYNDHURST
Goals: L. Webb 3, B. Ketteringham 2, J. Allen 2, T. Pollard 1, A. Adams 1, E. Gray 1
Awards: A.Adams, M.Krizay, J.Allen, R. Brown, E. Gray, B. Ketteringham, T Leithhead, A. Pollard, \
T. Steur, L. Webb

The boys played away against Lyndhurst this week with the weather just not on our side again. The
boys started the game strong straight out of the middle. The wind was taking the ball where ever it
wanted to which made it difficult for the boys to play the open running game like we have been
teaching them. The ball got well trapped in our midfield most of the match which we managed to
control well. Another good win and onto next week we go.
 

UNDER 8's & UNDER 9's



UNDER 10 GIRLS
OFFICER VS BERWICK SPRINGS BLUE
Goals: L Taufa 3, T Ballard 2, A Bannister-Wallis 1, L Horsburgh 1, J Reynolds 1

Another Friday night under lights and this week the Officer girls headed to Lyndhurst to take on
Berwick Springs. In windy and cold conditions the girls still ran out onto the ground eager and
ready to go. Slowing the ball down and looking for one another was showing with the end results
being a goal. A lot of perfect marks and kicking to their teammates as well as handballing showed
how much they are getting out of training and placing their skills into their games on game day.
Another good game from the Girls this week

UNDER 10 WHITE
OFFICER WHITE VS PARKMORE PIRATES
Goals: L O'Leary 2, H Wylie 2, B Brass 1, A Jones 1, L Anderson 1, K Feher 1, E Smith 1, J Zahra 1, 
C Noonan 1, T May 1.
Awards: B Giuliani, E Smith, C Stevenson, M Sloan, B Brass, J Zahra, L Anderson

An undermanned Parkmore team came to Officer today, in the spirit of the game Officer players
were on rotation to top up the Parkmore team to even up the field. The Officer boys didn't let the
windy and wet conditions affect their game and came out with a strong start. It turned into a one-
sided affair with Officer proving too strong on the day and a lot of boys scoring their first goals of
the season. Overall, both teams showed great sportsmanship and left the field in good spirits.
Parkmore was very appreciative of the players on loan, playing just as hard for them as they would
for the Roos. Despite the weather, it was a great day of football for Under 10 White.

UNDER 10 BLACK  
NO REPORT

UNDER 10 BLUE
NO REPORT

UNDER 10's



UNDER 11 BLUE
OFFICER BLUE VS BEACONSFIELD BLUE
Goals: O. Main 3, C. Coates 1, K. Kidd 1, N. Janky 1, A. Williamson 1
Awards: K. Kidd, H. King, M. Prentice, J. Leone, M. Tomek, O. Howard

Despite the drizzle, our Under 11 Blues arrived at our home ground eager for a game after the
school holiday break. Thankfully, not long into the first quarter, the rain stopped, but with a wet
ball and ground, the conditions were tricky. Beaconsfield’s defence was strong and seemed to
unnerve our team, especially during the first half, as we only managed to score two behinds in the
first quarter and one goal in the second quarter. However, as we have shown in previous games
when the pressure’s on, our team rises up, regains focus and plays harder, which is exactly what
we did in the second half. Our Under 11 Blues came away with a comfortable win in the end, with
Beaconsfield only managing to score one goal. Nevertheless, with our team scoring seven goals
and 14 behinds, it was noted that we have plenty to work on during our upcoming training
sessions. A special mention to Makiah Tomek and Oscar Howard from the Under 10s who filled in
for us today. We couldn’t have done it without you. Congratulations Under 11 Blues on a great
home win.
 

UNDER 11 WHITE
OFFICER  WHITE 1-5-11 LOST TO BERWICK 7-5-47
Goals: B Steur 1
Awards: J Reid, M Young, T Abdul-Wahed.

After a week's break, the officer team was back and ready for another game. We had Ayden
returning after a 6-week absence due to an injury. Ayden was in great form and played well. The
highlight from the game was the contribution of all the players and how well they are working
together as a team. With each game, we have seen the team improve and develop further as a
strong team. Officer did not win today's game but congratulations to Officer for their fantastic
team effort.

UNDER 11 BLACK
NO REPORT

UNDER 11's



UNDER 12 GIRLS
OFFICER 5-5-35 DEF CRANBOURNE 0-0-0
Awards: E Crew, O Cattunar, M Glasgow, O Bailli, A Price, E Golotta, S Honey

Officer headed off to JP Cam Reserve this week to play against Cranbourne junior football club.
It was a cold start to the morning for the under-12 girls. The Roo girls came out strong and wanted
the ball down their end from the start. The roo girls worked well handballing and kicking to each
other. The girls did some amazing tackling against Cranbourne. Cranbourne tried their best to get
past our back line and nearly score a couple of times but the officer girls head-on strong and
managed to get the ball back down their end of the field. Some amazing kicking from Alouera,
Sophie and Olivia C scoring goals for the Officer Roo girls. With only 3 games left for the under-12
girls for the season. Next week they are heading to Berwick to play against Berwick.

UNDER 12 BLUE
OFFICER BLUE  0-1-1 DEF BY BEACONSFIELD GOLD 6-10-46
Best: J Dorey, L McLaren, A Thomas, A Sgarbossa, L Siriwardene, O Latour
Awards: O Latour, A Sgarbossa, L Siriwardene

On a cold but sunny winter's day, Officer travelled back to Holm Park, to take on Beaconsfield once
again at their home ground.  The first quarter was a heavily contested affair, with both teams
cracking in hard at the ball, and neither able to get much advantage over the other. 
Despite moving the ball forward, the Kangas were unable to put any pressure on the scoreboard in
the first, and late in the quarter, Beaconsfield was able to convert to go into the first break up by
seven points. The second saw much of the same, with neither team able to score truly. 
Some excellent work from the defenders helped to minimise the damage, allowing only four points
to be conceded for the quarter. At the half-time break, Officer went in 0-1-1 to 1-5-11. 

The third quarter continued with more of the same, but with some momentary lapses and a drop in
pressure, allowed Beaconsfield to kick three goals, one behind.  The last quarter saw the Kangas
continue to attack the ball and give effort after effort, however, it was not their day, and
Beaconsfield continued to play better football, adding two more goals and a further four behinds to
run away with the win. Despite the disappointing loss, there were many learnings to be taken away
from this match. The boys will get the opportunity to hit the training track, work on these and action
them next time they take on Beaconsfield.

UNDER 12's

 



UUNDER 12 WHITE
OFFICER WHITE DEF 2-0-12 DEF CLYDE 0-2-2
Goals: - J Macreadie, J Jameson
Best: H Mills-Smith, M Flanagan-Gorickic, R Hibberson, E O’Leary, J Macreadie

Round 10 against Clyde for the second time this season and another tough, gritty win for the second
week in a row.
Clyde showing that they are a much improved competitive team and really took it up to our boys
today. It was a game dominated by the defensive efforts of both teams for the first three quarters
with the only point being scored by Clyde. The defensive efforts led by O’Leary who had a day out
down at full back and multiple interceptions made by Knaggs, Flanagan-Gorickic and Hibberson
denied Clyde from scoring.
Both teams had opportunities to score like Herman who was only steps away from scoring his first
goal but unfortunately, his awesome effort went unrewarded.
The problem we had was that the only score on the board was by Clyde with one point and we only
had one quarter left to turn it around. Normally not a hard task but with only one point scored for
the whole game, it was going to be tough. Multiple changes were made and it paid off. The boys
start to get onto some big kicks and put it long into the forward line and our very own “Twinkle
Toes” Macreadie ran onto one of those long kicks and ran into the goal and kicked accurately for the
first goal of the game.
The second goal was created through pure teamwork from Scott who handpassed over his head to
Jameson who ran off toward goal bouncing one through.
That was the sealer for the game and with only minutes to go in the game, the boys were able to
hold on for the win.
GO ROOS
Special thanks to the parents for all making the effort to get down to the club for our dinner get-
together. It was great to see you all there for our boys and the awesome little team that we all are.

UNDER 12's

 



UNDER 13 BLUE
OFFICER BLUE  3-3-21 DEF BY MT ELIZA RED 8-5-53
Goals: L Sheean, J Plunkett, J Hanegraaf
Awards: E Allen, R Beaumont, N Kelly, J Plunkett, J Tolliday
Milestone Game: N Kelly (50th Game)
If there ever was a team who could counter even the largest momentum heading into a game, it was
Mt Eliza. Flush with their fancy cars, franking credits and high median house prices, the red legs
rolled into Officer expecting a percentage-boosting win. After all, they were undefeated, on top of
the ladder and as coach Gary said pregame were going to just be “bloody tough”. Fresh off win
number two for the season, Officer Under 13 Blue faced their toughest test of the season. Mt Eliza
had not even been scored upon in two weeks and in the last month, had an average winning margin
of 75 points. They sensed an easy victory and even planned so accordingly, and the start of the
game could not have gone any better. Mt Eliza, kicked the first three goals in quick time to open up a
handy margin. Their ball movement, linking handballs and field kicking are all an indication of what
has made them the raging premiership favourites. It would have been easy for Officer to fold and
allow their opponents another easy victory however, today would not have been one of those
moments. Unlike what they had experienced in previous games, Mt Eliza was challenged and at the
end of the first quarter, Officer had pegged a goal back. Officer’s focus and resilience were on show
and they maintained that fight into the second quarter, even though they could not convert it to
scoreboard pressure. “Our second quarter was good,” said defender Charlie A. “As was our defence
for most of the game.” Mt Eliza again started the second quarter much like the first, but Officer
would not lie down. They slowly pegged back the margin, infuriating their opponents, constantly
nipping at their heels. “The conditions were cold and wet at the start,” Charlie added. “As the game
went on, the sun came out there was a little more wind as well but we kept fighting.” A wind-assisted
goal from the centre square, which seemingly was headed out of bounce, halted Officers charge,
having rolled about three different directions. Assistant Coach Jem bemoaned the rotten luck. “We
did not deserve that,” he said. “We’re the better of the two teams right now, why don’t we get that
luck?” The third-quarter trends were again heading the wrong way for the ladder leaders. Officer led
the inside 50 counts, tackles and clearances and the plans Mt Eliza had going into the game had
vanished. They found the need to make an adjustment before their lead evaporated and went with
their ‘A’ lineup, trashing the plan of resting their players periodically, in order to try and put the
plucky hosts away once and for all. “Mt Eliza’s talk was really good throughout the game,” Charlie
said. “They had each other’s back and they led to the ball well.” Despite this, Officer finished the
better, and although the final margin of 32 points was by far Mt Eliza’s most competitive game of the
season, the scoreboard did not truly reflect the game, particularly the second half. Officer just could
not capitalise on their chances, chances they were not getting all that often in the first half of the
season. “There is improvement,” Coach Gary said. “You can see it, your parents can see it, Mt Eliza
saw it, we can all see it.” With the season entering its final third, Officer has some winnable games
over the next month and if anything, the momentum they had coming into the game may actually
have gotten larger, despite what it might have seemed on paper prior to the game. “It was a
challenging game,” Charlie said. “But over the last two weeks, we have been improving our effort.”

UNDER 13's AND UNDER 14's



UNDER 13 WHITE
OFFICER 3-2-20 LOST TO CHELSEA  6-9-45
Goals: N Faoro 2 & H Sakata 1
Awards: J Habib, E Paulet, H Sakata & R Sawrey

After a week off footy, the Roo boys were a bit rusty today! Officer and Chelsea both went hard at
the ball and with the windy conditions, both sides were tested today. It was a low-scoring game and
up until the final quarter, it was anyone’s game. Unfortunately, Chelsea kicked three quick goals in
the final quarter to secure their win. The boys came away deflated but have a lot to work on in
training this week.

UNDER 14 GIRLS
OFFICER 0-5-5 LOST TO LYNDHURST 8-8-56
Best: B Canute, M de Fontenay Coles, R Lougheed, D Steele, T Wierzbicki
Awards: O Baillie, B Canute, C Hili, R Lehmann, C Matthey, D Steele, E Sturgeon, T Wierzbicki

It was a cold and windy morning down at Lyndhurst. The girls tried their best for a win today but
unfortunately couldn’t get there. Our numbers were down this week with a few girls away and some
injured during a very rough game. We were so proud of how the girls played the second half of
footy, keeping Lyndhurst from scoring any goals in the 4th quarter. We’re improving every week,
keep up the hard work!

UNDER 14 BLUE
NO REPORT

UNDER 14 WHITE
NO REPORT

UNDER 13's AND UNDER 14's



OFFICER U15 WHITE 
OFFICER WHITE 02-06-18 DEFBY MT ELIZA 15-11-101
Goals: K.Boi,
Awards: R.Mollison, F.Kneen, R.Archer

We travelled down to Mt Eliza excited by the challenge of taking on the undefeated ladder leaders.
The boys were asked to be accountable for their man, put relentless pressure on the opposition,
compete hard for the footy and to take the easy and find the free.
All day the backs repelled attack after attack and when we won the footy, we looked to find the free
on the outside. All over the ground, it was great to see the pressure the boys applied to the
opposition.  Unfortunately, the result didn’t go our way, but the boy’s commitment and effort for the
full four quarters was fantastic.
Great work by all today. Go ROO BOYS

OFFICER U15 BLUE
NO REPORT

UNDER 15's



UNDER 16 BOYS
OFFICER 8-5-53 DEF CARRUM PATTERSON LAKES 7-4-46
Goals: B Hamilton x 2, R Cooper, T Kinder x 2, L Limbom, H Scott, J Watt
Awards: T Kinder & Z De Bono
Today we played Carrum Patterson Lakes at their home ground. In a really competitive game, we
ran out 7 point winners, a great result for us moving forward. With higher rotations and a few
players in different positions to normal our team first mentality shone through. Well done boys!
With the bye next week, we will have a couple of solid sessions on the track and look forward to our
next game.

UNDER 16 GIRLS 
NO REPORT

UNDER 17.5 BOYS
NO REPORT

UNDER 19 GIRLS
OFFICER 6-0-6  LOST TO  CHELSEA/CARRUM PATERSON LAKES  9-9-63
Goals: T Cipriani
Best: A Cipriani,  B Purcell, B Granger, K Beddows, T Cipriani, S Harris
Milestone game: Annable's 50 game of junior football. Congratulations Annabelle.
After our last game was a great win and we were hopeful of a positive momentum for this game.
Our Roo girls all played well throughout the day.
Our on-ballers played one of their best games, Bree's rucking, tackling and contested football was a
standout. Brooke was unstoppable for all four quarters. Ava keeps improving each week and has
become a vital part of our roo girls' midfield.
Each roo girl played a part in our game today. The Roo girls were sometimes too competitive and we
had 3 Roo girls tackling on Chelsea player which allowed two Chelsea players free to take to loose
ball which hurt us throughout the game.
It's just the little things which make the difference. 
Our Roo girls have improved so much over this season and never give in until the final siren which is
a great team spirit. 
There are only four more games left until the end of the season, let's finish this year as a great
football team because you deserve it.
Your coaching group are super proud of you.
See you at training Tuesday and Thursday night and let's finish off this year on a high. Let's make it
happen.
Go Roo Girl's

UNDER 16'S, 17'S 19'S


